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1. INTRODUCTION

Many modern applications replicate data across geographic regions in order to (a) achieve high availability in the event of region failure and (b) serve low-latency reads to clients spread across the world. Existing database systems that support geographic replication force the user to give up one at least one of the following essential features: (1) strict serializability (2) low-latency writes (3) high throughput multi-region transactions — even under contention.

(1) Strict serializability [16, 17, 41, 64], in the context of distributed database systems, implies both strong isolation (one-copy serializable [10]) and real-time ordering guarantees. More precisely, concurrent transaction processing must be equivalent to executing transactions in a one-copy serial order, S, such that for every pair of transactions X and Y, if X starts after Y completes, then X follows Y in S. This implies that all reads within a transaction must see the value of any writes that committed before the transaction began, no matter where that write was performed world-wide. Furthermore, if a transaction, A, begins after (in real time) transaction B completes, no client can see the effect of A without the effect of B. Strict serializability reduces application code complexity and bugs, since it behaves like a system that is running on a single machine processing transactions sequentially [4, 5].

By giving up strict serializability, it is straightforward to achieve the other two properties mentioned above (low-latency writes and high multi-region transactional throughput). If reads are allowed to access stale data, then reads can be served by any replica (which improves read latency) and replication can be entirely asynchronous (which improves write latency). Furthermore, avoiding the multi-region coordination necessary to enforce strict serializability facilitates throughput scalability of distributed database systems [11].

Much research effort has been spent in designing systems that reduce the consistency level below strict serializability, while still providing useful guarantees to the application. For example, Dynamo [26], Cassandra [47], and Riak [3] use eventual consistency; PNUTs [20] supports timeline consistency; COPS [51], Eiger [52], and Contrarian [27] support a variation of causal consistency; Lynx (Transaction Chains) [95] supports non-strict serializability with read-your-writes consistency [81]; Walter [77], Jessy [8], and Blotter [56] support variations of snapshot consistency.

(2) Low latency writes. Despite the suitability of these weaker consistency models for numerous classes of applications, they often expose applications to potential race condition bugs, and typically require skilled application programmers. Thus, the demand for systems that support strict serializability has only increased. Many recent geo-replicated data stores, including from two of the three major cloud vendors (Google with several systems [12, 22, 76] and Microsoft with Cosmos DB) support strong consistency models at least under some configurations. Spanner [22] is widely used throughout Google, and is now available in the Google Cloud for anybody to use. Other examples in industry include TiDB, comdb2, FaunaDB, and (with a few caveats) CockroachDB and YugaByte. Examples from the research community include Helios [59], MDCC [46], Calvin [87], Carousel [93], and TAPIR [94].

Every single one of these above cited strictly serializable systems pays at least one cross-region round trip (coordination) message to commit a write transaction. This type of coordination enables strict serializability, but increases the latency of every write. The farther apart the regions, the longer it takes to complete a write.

(3) High transaction throughput Cross-region coordination on every write is not necessary to guarantee strict serializability. If every read of a data item is served from the location of the most recent write to that data item, then there is no need to synchronously replicate writes across regions. For example, if one region is declared as the master region for a data item ([20, 23, 38, 61, 66, 67]), and all writes and consistent reads of that data item are directed to this region, such as done by NuoDB [66, 67] and G-Store [23], then it is possible to achieve strict serializability along with low latency.
reads and writes — as long as those reads and writes initiate from a region near the master region for the data being accessed.

Many workloads have a locality in their access patterns. For example, for applications that revolve around users, the data associated with a user is heavily skewed to being accessed from the physical location of that user. Thus, for these workloads, it is possible to achieve strict serializability and low latency writes. However, arbitrary transactions may access multiple data items, where each data item is mastered at a different region. For such transactions, achieving strict serializability requires coordination across regions. Existing approaches prevent conflicting transactions from running during this coordination. Cross-region coordination is time consuming since messages must be sent over a WAN. Thus, the time window that conflicting transactions cannot run is large, which reduces system throughput. For example, we implemented a version of NuoDB\(^1\), and ran some benchmarks (see Section 4) where we varied the contention level and percentage of multi-region transactions. As shown in Figure 1, under high contention, the throughput of the system dropped dramatically at even low percentages of multi-region transactions, and also fell (although less dramatically) at low contention. For this reason, many systems that allow different data to be controlled by different regions do not support multi-region transactions, such as PNUTS [20] and DPaxos [58].

In this paper, we present the design of a system, SLOG, that is the first (to the best of our knowledge) to achieve all three: (1) strict serializability (2) low-latency reads and writes (on at least some transactions) and (3) high throughput. SLOG uses locality in access patterns to assign a home region to each data granule. Reads and writes to nearby data occur rapidly, without cross-region communication. However, reads and writes to remote data, along with transactions that access data from multiple regions, must pay cross-region communication costs. Nonetheless, SLOG uses a deterministic architecture to move most of this communication outside of conflict boundaries, thereby enabling these transactions to be processed at high throughput, even for high contention workloads.

SLOG supports two availability levels: one in which the only synchronous replication is internally within a home region (which is susceptible to unavailability in the event of an entire region failure), and one in which data is synchronously replicated to one or more nearby regions (or availability zones) to achieve an availability similar to Amazon Aurora [89, 90] where the system remains available even in the event of a failure of an entire region. Unlike Spanner, Cosmos DB, Aurora, or the other previously cited systems that support synchronous cross-region replication, SLOG’s deterministic architecture ensures that its throughput is unaffected by the presence of synchronous cross-region replication.

2. BACKGROUND

SLOG supports strictly serializable transactions that access data mastered in multiple regions. Unlike systems such as L-Store [49] and G-Store [23], which remaster data on the fly so that all data accessed by a transaction becomes mastered at the same physical location, SLOG does not remaster data as part of executing a transaction. Instead, it utilizes a coordination protocol across regions to avoid data remastership. One important technique used by SLOG to overcome the scalability and throughput limitations caused by coordination across partitions is to leverage a deterministic execution framework. Our technique is inspired by the work on Lazy Transactions [30], Calvin [87, 88], T-Part [92], PWV [31], and FaunaDB [1] which use determinism to move coordination outside of transactional boundaries, thereby enabling conflicting transactions to run during this coordination process.

In the above-cited deterministic systems, all nodes involved in processing a transaction — all replicas and all partitions within a replica — run an agreement protocol prior to processing a batch of transactions that plans out how to process the batch. This plan is deterministic in the sense that all replicas that see the same plan must have only one possible final state after processing transactions according to this plan. Once all parties agree to the plan, processing occurs (mostly) independently on each node, with the system relying on the plan’s determinism in order to avoid replica divergence. This approach prevents the dramatic reductions in throughput under data contention that are observed in systems such as NuoDB [66, 67] and the strictly serializable transaction implementation on top of FuzzyLog [53] that perform coordination inside transactional boundaries, and G-Store and L-Store which prevent contended data access during the remastering operations.

Determinism also reduces latency and improves throughput by eliminating any possibility of distributed and local deadlock [7, 70, 78, 79, 87], and reducing (or eliminating) distributed commit protocols such as two-phase commit [7, 83, 84, 86, 87].

Unfortunately, in order to create a deterministic plan of execution, more knowledge about the transaction is needed prior to processing it relative to traditional nondeterministic systems. Most importantly, the entire transaction must be present during this planning process. This makes deterministic database systems a poor fit for ORM tools and other applications that submit transactions to the database in pieces.

Second, advanced planning usually requires knowledge regarding which data will be accessed by a transaction [33, 34, 83, 87]. Most deterministic systems do not require the client to specify this information when the transaction is submitted. Instead they attempt to statically derive this knowledge from inspecting the transaction code [87], make conservative estimates [31], and/or speculatively execute parts of the transaction, such as the OLLP protocol in Calvin or the multi-stage execution process in FaunaDB.

SLOG’s use of determinism causes it to inherit both of these requirements. As we will describe in Section 4, we implement SLOG inside the open source version of Calvin’s codebase. Since Calvin uses a combination of static analysis and OLLP to determine read and write sets prior to transaction execution, our implementation also uses these techniques.

---

\(^1\)NuoDB declined to give us their software, so we implemented our own version. NuoDB uses a MVCC protocol that is susceptible to write skew anomalies. Our version used locking instead in order to guarantee strict serializability.

---

Figure 1: Single-master throughput under contention.
One important challenge in the design of SLOG is the lack of information about all transactions running in the system during the planning process. In Calvin, every transaction, no matter where it originates from, is sequenced by a global Paxos process. This enables Calvin to have complete knowledge of the input to the system while planning how a batch of transactions will be executed. However, this comes at the cost of requiring every transaction to pay the cross-region latency to run Paxos across regions. SLOG removes the global Paxos process in order to reduce latency, but this causes unawareness of transactions submitted to replicas located in different regions during the planning of transaction processing.

3. SLOG

In order to achieve low latency writes, replication across geographic regions must be performed either entirely asynchronously, or synchronously only to nearby regions; otherwise every write must pay a round trip network cost across the geographic diameter of the system [6]. In order to maintain strong consistency in the face of asynchronous replication, SLOG uses a master-oriented architecture, where every data item is mastered at a single “home” replica. Writes and linearizable reads of a data item must be directed to its home replica.

A region in SLOG is a set of servers that are connected via a low-latency network, usually within the same data center. Transactions are classified into two categories: if all data that will be accessed have their master replica in the same region, it is single-home. Otherwise, it is multi-home. Single-home transactions are sent to its home and are confirmed as completed either (a) after the region completes the transaction (SLOG-B) or (b) after the region completes the transaction and it has been replicated to a configurable number of nearby regions (SLOG-HA). Either way, transactions that initiate near the home region of the data being accessed will complete without global coordination. In contrast, multi-home transactions, and even single-home transactions that initiate physically far from that home, will experience larger latency. SLOG does not require any remastering of data to process multi-home transactions, but does perform dynamic data remastering as access frequency from particular locations changes over time (Section 3.4).

The most technically challenging problem in the design of SLOG is the execution of multi-home transactions. The goal is to maintain strict serializability guarantees and high throughput in the presence of potentially large numbers of multi-home transactions, even though they may access contended data, and even though they require coordination across physically distant regions.

3.1 High-level overview

Each SLOG region contains a number of servers over which data stored at that region is partitioned (and replicated). Some of this data is mastered by that region (it is the home region for that data) and the rest is a replica of data from a different home region. The partitioning of the data across servers within a region is independent of the home status of data — each partition will generally have a mix of locally-mastered and remotely-mastered data.

Each region maintains a local input log which is implemented via Paxos across its servers. This local log only contains transactions that are expected to modify data mastered at that region. This input log is sent to all other regions in batches. Each batch is labeled with a sequence number, and the other regions use this sequence number to ensure that they have not missed any batches from that region. Thus, each region is eventually able to reconstruct the complete local log from every other region, potentially with some delay in the event of a network partition. Regions use deterministic transaction processing (see Section 2) to replay the local log from other regions in parallel (at the same speed as the original processing), while ensuring that their copy of the data ends up in the same final state as the original region that sent this log.

Data replication across regions is not strictly necessary in SLOG since the master region for a data item must oversee all writes and linearizable reads to it. However, by continuously replaying local logs from other regions, the system is able to support local snapshot reads of data mastered at other regions at any desired point in the versioned history. Furthermore, by keeping the replicas close to up to date, the process of dynamically remastering a data item is cheaper (see Section 3.4).

If there are \( n \) regions in the system, each region must process its own input log, in addition to the \( (n-1) \) input logs of the other regions\(^2\). If all transactions are single-home, then it is impossible for transactions in different logs to conflict with each other, and the processing of these input logs can be interleaved arbitrarily without risking violations of strict serializability or replica non-divergence guarantees. However, achieving strict serializability in the presence of multi-home transactions is not straightforward, since coordination is required across regions.

In Sections 3.2 and 3.3, we explain how SLOG processes transactions in more detail. We start by discussing single-home transactions, and then discuss multi-home transactions.

3.2 (Assumed) Single-home transactions

Data is assigned home regions in granules which can either be individual records, or a sorted range of records. SLOG associates two pieces of metadata with each granule: the identifier of its master region at the time it was written, and a count of the total number of times its master has (recently) changed. This metadata is stored in the granule header and replicated with the data granule. The counter is used to ensure correctness of remastering (Section 3.4) and never needs to exceed the number of regions in the deployment. The counter cycles back to 0 after it reaches a max count, and an extra bit is used to detect wrap-around, so the number of bits needed for the counter is always one more than the number of bits needed for the region identifier. Thus, these two pieces of metadata can be combined into a single 8 bit integer for deployments across 8 regions or fewer. Each region contains a distributed index called the “Lookup Master” which maintains a mapping of granule ids to this 8-bit value in the granule header. This index is asynchronously updated after a metadata change and thus may return stale metadata.

Clients can send transactions to the nearest region whether or not it is the home for the data accessed by the transaction. As described in Section 2, we assume that a region can determine the precise set of granules that will be accessed by a transaction, before processing it, either directly or through the advanced techniques we cited.

When a region receives a transaction to process, it sends a message to its Lookup Master to obtain its cached value for the home of each granule accessed by the transaction. The returned locations are stored inside the transaction code. If every granule is currently mapped to the same home region, the transaction becomes initially assumed to be a single-home transaction, and is shipped to that region. Otherwise, it is assumed to be multi-home, and handled according to the algorithm described in Section 3.3. This functionality is shown in the ReceiveNewTxn pseudocode in Figure 2.

Once the (assumed) single-home transaction reaches its home region, it is appended into an in-memory batch of transactional input on the server at which it arrives, and this server appends this batch to that region’s input log via Paxos. This corresponds to the

\(^2\)For ease of exposition, we will assume that each region contains a complete copy of all data stored across the system. SLOG can also work correctly with incomplete replication.
function ReceiveNewTxn(txn):
    masterInfo = ∅
    foreach granule in txn.readSet ∪ txn.writeSet
        masterInfo = masterInfo ∪ LookupMaster.Lookup(granule)
    txn.masterInfo = masterInfo
    if (num of unique regions in txn.masterInfo == 1)
        txn.singleHome = true
    send txn to InsertIntoLocalLog(txn) of that home region
else
    txn.singleHome = false
    send txn to the multi-home txn ordering module
    //ordering module orders all multi-home txns and calls
    //InsertIntoLocalLog(txn) at every region in this order

function InsertIntoLocalLog(txn):
    if (txn.singleHome == true)
        append txn at end of batch
    else
        set accessSet = ∅
        foreach <granule,granule.homeRegionID> intxn.masterInfo
            if (granule.homeRegionID == this.regionID
                accessSet = accessSet ∪ granule
            )
        if (accessSet = ∅)
            t = new LockOnlyTxn(txn.ID,accessSet)
            append t at end of localBatch
        else
            batchID = insert localLogBatch into Paxos-managed local log
            call ReceiveBatch(localLogBatch, batchID) at each region
            init new localLogBatch

function ReceiveBatch(batch, batchID):
    localLogs[batch.regionID][batchID] = Batch
    prevID = largest batch ID in global log from batch.regionID
    while (localLogs[batch.regionID][prevID+1] ≠ null)
        append localLogs[batch.regionID][prevID+1] into global log
        prevID = prevID + 1

Lock manager thread code that continuously runs:
    txn = getNextTxnFromGlobalLog() //block until exists
    if (txn.isSingleHome == false and txn.lockOnlyTxn == false)
        ExecutionEngine.process(txn) //don’t request locks yet
    else
        Call RequestLocks(txn) //pseudocode in Figure 6

Code called after all locks for single-home txn acquired:
    ExecutionEngine.process(txn)

Execution engine code called prior to read/write of granule:
    if (don’t have lock on granule) //can happen if txn is multi-home
        Block until have lock //wait for needed lock
    //will always eventually get lock since SLOG is deadlock-free
    if (txn.masterInfo[granule] ≠ granule.header.masterInfo)
        RELEASE LOCKS AND ABORT TRANSACTION

Execution engine code run at end of every transaction:
    ReleaseLocks(txn)

Figure 2: Pseudocode for core SLOG functionality

beginning and end of InsertIntoLocalLog in Figure 2. A separate
Paxos process interleaves batches from the local log with batches
from the local logs that are received from other regions in order
to create that region’s view of the global log. This is shown in the
ReceiveBatch function. The pseudocode for InsertIntoLocalLog and
ReceiveBatch in Figure 2 are written as if they are being called
on the region as a whole. The details of how these functions are
mapped to individual machines at a region are not shown, to make
the pseudocode easier to read.

Processing of transactions by the different servers within that re-
gion works similarly to distributed deterministic database systems
such as Calvin: data is partitioned across servers, and each server
reads transactions from the same global log and requests locks on
any data present in its local partition in the order that the transac-
sions making those requests appear in the log [69, 71, 87] (see the
lock manager code in Figure 2). Locks are granted in the order
they are requested, which, when also ordering lock requests by the
order in which transactions appear in the global log, makes dead-
lock impossible [68]. The only difference relative to traditional
deterministic database systems is that prior to reading or writing a
data granule, the metadata associated with that granule must be
checked for the current home and counter values. If the counter
that is found is different than the counter that was returned from
the Lookup Master when the transaction was originally submitted
to the system, then the transaction is aborted and restarted.

Deterministic systems ensure that all data progress through
the same sequence of updates at every replica, without runtime coordi-
nation. Since home metadata is part of the data granule, the meta-
data is updated at the same point within the sequence of updates of
that granule at every region. Therefore, any assumed single-home
transaction that is not actually single-home will be exposed as non-
single-home independently at each region (i.e., each region will
independently, without coordination, observe that it is not single-
home, and will all agree to abort the transaction without any cross-
region communication). The transaction is then restarted as a multi-
home transaction. Similarly, if an assumed single-home transaction
is indeed single-home, but the assumed home is incorrect, all
regions will see the incorrect home and counter annotation and in-
dependently agree to abort the transaction.

In SLOG-B, the client is notified that a transaction has committed
as soon as the first region commits it. For SLOG-HA, the client
cannot be notified of the commit until the batch of the input log that
contains this transaction has been replicated to a configurable num-
er of nearby regions. Since only the input is replicated, replication
latency can be overlapped with transaction processing.

Figure 3 shows an example of this process. Each region contains
a complete copy of the database, with its “home” granule shown

![Figure 3: Single-home transactions in SLOG.](image-url)
Log checks to see if the region at which the code is running is the assumed home for any of the granules that will be accessed. If so, it generates a special kind of transaction, called a LockOnlyTxn, that consists only of locking the local reads and local writes of the multi-home transaction.

A LockOnlyTxn is similar to a single-home transaction—it only involves local granules, and it is placed in the local log of its home region (alongside regular single-home transactions) which is replicated (eventually) into the global log of every other region. The only difference is that they do not have to include executable code. The code for the multi-home transaction can arrive separately—as part of the local log from the multi-home transaction ordering module, which eventually gets integrated into the global log at every region. LockOnlyTxns exist to specify how the multi-home transaction should be ordered relative to single-home transactions at that region. Depending on where the LockOnlyTxn gets placed in the local log of that region, it will ensure that the multi-home transaction will observe the writes of all transactions earlier than it in the local log, and none of the writes from transactions after it.

This leads to a difference in execution of single-home vs. multi-home transactions. Single-home transactions appear once in a region’s global log. The lock manager thread reads the single-home transaction from the global log and acquires all necessary locks before handing over the transaction to an execution thread for processing. In contrast, a multi-home transaction exists in several different locations in a region’s global log. There could be an entry containing the code for that transaction, and then separately (usually later in the log), several LockOnlyTxns—one from each region that houses data expected to be accessed by that transaction. The code can start to be processed as soon as it is reached in the global log. However, the code will block whenever it tries to access data for which the corresponding LockOnlyTxn has yet to complete. The bottom half of Figure 2 shows the pseudocode for this process.

Figure 4 shows an example of multi-home transaction processing. The home information and set of transactions submitted to the system are the same as in Figure 3. The only difference is that T2 now accesses A and B and is thus multi-home. Whichever region receives T2 from the client annotates it with the assumed home information (which, in this example, is correct) and sends it to the multi-home ordering module. At Region 0, InsertIntoLocalLog(T2) is called after it has placed single-home T1 into its local log. It therefore places its generated LockOnlyTxn for T2 after T1. LockOnlyTxns for a given multi-home transaction are shown in the figure with the subscript of the region that generated it. InsertIntoLocalLog(T2) is called at Region 1 between placing single-home transactions T3 and T4 into its local log and thus places the LockOnlyTxn for T2 after it generates there. InsertIntoLocalLog(T2) is also called at Region 2 but no LockOnlyTxn is generated since it was not listed as the home for any data accessed by that transaction. The local logs are replicated to every other region and are interleaved differently, which results in T2’s LockOnlyTxns being ordered differently at each region. This is not problematic since LockOnlyTxns always access disjoint data and thus commute.

Regions do not diverge since (1) the global log at each region maintains the original order of the local logs that it interleaves, (2) local logs from different regions access disjoint data (unless the

3.3 Multi-home transactions

All multi-home transactions, no matter where they originate, must be ordered with respect to each other. A variety of global ordering algorithms could be used, such as (1) using a single ordering server [19], (2) running Paxos across all regions [87], or (3) sending all multi-home transactions to the same region to be ordered by the local log there. Our current implementation uses the third option for simplicity; however, the second option is more robust to failure or unavailability of an entire region. The last line of ReceiveNewTxn in Figure 2 is vague enough to allow for either option. Either way, all regions receive the complete set of multi-home transactions in their proper order via calls to InsertIntoLocalLog.

Recall that the assumed home information for each granule is stored inside the transaction by ReceiveNewTxn. InsertIntoLocal-
home for a data granule has moved – see Section 3.4), and (3) the determinisitic processing engine ensures that transactions are processed such that the final result is equivalent to the result of processing them in the serial order present in that region’s global log.

3.3.1 Proof of strict serializability

Serializability theory analyzes the order in which reads and writes occur to data in a database. This order is usually called a schedule [29], history [63], or log [16]. Serializability proofs take the form of proving that a given schedule, in which read and writes from different transactions may be interleaved with each other, is equivalent to a serial schedule. In replicated systems, the equivalence must be to a 1-copy serial schedule [10].

Define the relationship \(T_i \text{ reads-x-from } T_j\) as in [14]. \(T_i \text{ reads-x-from } T_j\) holds if transaction \(T_j\) writes to \(x\), and no other transaction writes to it before \(T_i\) reads from it. Two schedules are equivalent if they have the same set of reads-from relationships — for all \(i, j\), and \(x\), \(T_i \text{ reads-x-from } T_j\) holds in one schedule if this relationship holds in the other [14].

A serial schedule is one-copy equivalent (1-serial) if for all \(i, j\), and \(x\), if \(T_i \text{ reads-x-from } T_j\), then \(T_j\) is the last transaction prior to \(T_i\) that writes to any copy of \(x\) [10, 14].

SLOG has one global log per region. Even though each global log contains the same set of transactions, each region may process its global log according to a different schedule.

**Lemma 3.1. All region schedules are equivalent**

A SLOG region requests and acquires locks in the order that transactions appear in its global log. Therefore, when a transaction \(T_i\) reads \(x\), the \(T_j\) for which \(T_i \text{ reads-x-from } T_j\) will hold is the closest previous transaction to \(T_i\) in the global log that writes \(x\). Since there is only one master region for a given \(x\), and all reads and writes to \(x\) are found in the local log for the master region, this \(T_j\) will come from the same local log as \(T_i\). Thus, the \(T_j\) for which \(T_i \text{ reads-x-from } T_j\) will hold will be the same in all global logs, since each global log orders batches from any given local log identically.

**Lemma 3.2. All serializable schedules in SLOG are 1-copy serializable**

We already explained in Lemma 3.1 that if \(T_i \text{ reads-x-from } T_j\) holds, then \(T_i\) and \(T_j\) are in the same local log and \(T_j\) is the closest previous transaction to \(T_i\) that writes \(x\). It is impossible for any other local log to contain a transaction that writes to \(x\) since only the master region can include transactions that write to \(x\) in its local log.

Less formally: a 1-serial schedule represents a serial execution of transactions in which the replicated copies of each data item behave like a single logical copy of that data item [10]. In SLOG, this is enabled by ensuring that all reads and writes to a data item are managed by its master.

Since all region schedules are equivalent and all serializable schedules in SLOG are 1-copy serializable, all we have to prove is that the schedule from any region is strictly serializable. This is straightforward since any schedule produced by a 2PL implementation, if locks are held until after the transaction commits, and all reads read the value of the most recent write to that data item, then the resulting schedule is strictly serializable [16, 64]. SLOG’s deterministic locking scheme acquires all locks prior to processing a transaction and releases all locks after commit. Thus it is a form of 2PL.

SLOG actually guarantees external consistency [37] which is slightly stronger than strict serializability. External consistency enforces an ordering of all transactions — even concurrent ones — such that the execution is equivalent to executing the transactions serially in commit time order. SLOG commits conflicting transactions in the order they appear in each local log (but does not order commit times across local logs). Since all conflicting transactions appear in the same local log, the order in the log specifies their equivalent serial order.

### 3.4 Dynamic remastering

As access patterns change, it may become desirable to move the home of a data granule, which we refer to as a “remaster” operation. Previous work has shown that simple algorithms are sufficient to decide when to move a data item’s master region. For example, PNUTS changes a data item’s master region if the last 3 accesses to it were from a region other than its master [20]. Tuba similarly uses a simple cost model based on recent accesses to decide when to remaster [9]. The challenge in SLOG is not when to remaster (SLOG uses the PNUTS heuristic). Rather the challenge is how to remaster data without bringing the system offline, while maintaining strict serializability and region non-divergence guarantees and high throughput.

As specified in Section 3.2, SLOG stores two metadata values with each data granule: the identifier of its master region at the time it was written, and a count of the number of times its master has changed. A remaster request modifies both parts of this metadata, and can, for the most part, be treated similarly to any other write request. The request is sent to the home region for that granule, which will insert the request in its local log, which will eventually cause the request to appear in the global logs of all regions. When each region processes this request in its global log, it updates the granule metadata. The Lookup Master of that region is also asynchronously updated to reflect the new mastership information.

A remaster request writes to a single data granule and is thus a single-home transaction. It is sent to its current home region potentially concurrently with other requests to access data within the granule. The order that these requests are placed in the local log of this home region determines which ones will be successful. Transactions that are placed in the local log after the remaster request will see the new granule metadata when they access it, and will abort and resubmit to the new master.

Remastering causes a particular danger to the non-divergence guarantees of SLOG. As mentioned in Section 3.2, the first SLOG region to receive a transaction annotates it with the (home,counter) metadata that was returned from its LookupMaster cache for every granule that it accesses, and stores this cached metadata inside the transaction code. Regions use this cached information to decide whether they are responsible for handling it entirely (if it is single-home) or creating a LockOnlyTxn for it (multi-home). Once the LookupMaster at a region is updated after the region has processed the remaster request, it will start annotating transactions with the new master information, even though other regions may not have processed the remaster request yet. These (up-to-date) annotations will cause the transaction to be placed into the local log of the new home region for that granule. However, the remaster request itself is processed by the local log of the old home region. This leads to a potential race condition across the local logs. For example, assume a transaction, \(T\), accesses the remastered granule and is sent to the new master region. Some regions may place the log batch that contains \(T\) before the log batch that contains the remaster request, while other regions may place it afterwards. This is possible because the local logs from different regions can be interleaved differently in the global log at different regions. As long as \(T\) and the remaster request are in different local logs, no assumptions can be made about their relative order in each region’s global log. It is true that the remaster request was submitted to SLOG first, and must be completed by at least one region before \(T\) can possibly come into existence, so most of the time \(T\) will appear after the remaster re-
presented in Figure 6 outlines how counter checks are performed prior to requesting locks, and the end of the pseudocode in Figure 2 shows how these checks are performed again during execution.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Since SLOG relies on deterministic processing to avoid two phase commit and achieve high throughput even when there are many multi-home transactions in a workload, we implemented SLOG via starting with the open source Calvin codebase [2], adding the two Paxos logs per region and the Lookup Master index, and processing transactions according to the specification outlined in Section 3.

As described in Section 1, SLOG is the first system to achieve (1) strict serializability (2) low latency writes (on at least some transactions and (3) high throughput transactions even under high conflict workloads. Throughput and latency are performance measures, which we investigate in this section. We only compare SLOG to other systems that achieve strict serializability. Our two primary comparison points are architectures that achieve low latency writes or high throughput, but not both. More specifically, we built a non-deterministic system that is based on the design of NuoDB: different data is mastered in different regions (NuoDB calls this “chairmanship”) and all writes and reads to data are controlled by the chairman. Transactions that access data chained by different machines require coordination across these machines. NuoDB uses an MVCC algorithm that is susceptible to write skew anomalies (and thus is not serializable). In order to guarantee strict serializability, we use instead a traditional distributed 2PL algorithm where the lock manager for a granule is located in its home partition. We will call this implementation 2PL-coord. We expect 2PL-coord to achieve low-latency writes (reads and writes to data that are mastered nearby can complete without coordination), but poor throughput (as explained in Section 1).

Since we started with the original Calvin codebase, we use Calvin as our second comparison point. By moving almost all commit and replication coordination outside of transactional boundaries, Calvin achieves high throughput even for high conflict workloads [70, 87]. However, the latency of every transaction is at least equal to the latency of multi-region Paxos that is run prior to every transaction processed by the system. We do not expect SLOG to achieve the

quest in every global log. However, this cannot be guaranteed. If the commit or abort decision of T is dependent on how a region interleaves local logs, replica divergence may occur.

An example of this divergence danger is shown in Figure 5. In this example, replica 0 receives transaction T1, and annotates the transaction with the current home for the accessed granule B — region 1 — and sends it there. After replica 1 executes T1, the threshold-old necessary to remaster granule B to replica 0 is reached, and a remaster transaction T_{remaster} is generated and sent to replica 1. T_{remaster} is thus inserted into replica 1’s local log. Meanwhile, replica 1 receives two other transactions that also access B: T2 and T3. The relative location of the T_{remaster} transaction in replica 1’s local log is after T2 but before T3. After execution of T_{remaster}, the home for B will have changed, and T3 is now in the wrong local log. Since all regions see transactions from the same local log in the same order, all regions will see T3 after T_{remaster} and independently decide to abort it. The end result is that T3 gets aborted and resubmitted to SLOG as T_{3new}, which gets placed into the local log of B’s new home: region 0. The problem is: local logs from different regions may be interleaved differently. Regions 0 and 1 place the local log from region 0 that contains T_{3new} after the local log entry from region 1 that contains T2. Thus, they see the serial order: T1, T2, and then T3. However, region 2 places the local log from region 0 that contains T_{3new} before the local log entry from region 1 that contains T2. Thus, it sees a different serial order: T1, T3, T2. This leads to potential replica divergence.

The counter part of the metadata is used to circumvent this danger. Prior to requesting a lock on a granule, SLOG compares the counter that was written into the transaction metadata by the LookupMaster at the region the transaction was submitted to with the current counter in storage at that region. If the counter is too low, it can be certain that the LookupMaster that annotated the transaction had out of date mastership information, and the transaction is immediately aborted (every region will independently come to this same conclusion). If the counter is too high, the transaction blocks until the region has processed a number of remaster requests for that data granule equal to the difference between the counters.

Performing counter comparisons prior to lock acquisition instead of afterwards ensures that the lock is available for the remaster request, which needs the lock to update the header. However, the checks must be repeated after lock acquisition. The pseudocode

Figure 5: Data remastering in SLOG.

Figure 6: Pseudocode for dynamic remastering
same throughput as Calvin for two reasons: (1) Multi-home transactions cause the conflicting intermediate transactions between two of its LockOnlyTxns to potentially block. (2) The ability of the system to remaster granules dynamically causes more checks and potential aborts for each transaction. On the other hand, SLOG is expected to yield much better latency than Calvin for workloads containing many single-home transactions. We thus ran some experiments to more precisely explore these differences in throughput and latency between Calvin and SLOG.

As a third comparison point, we use Cloud Spanner. Cloud Spanner is an entirely separate code base than Calvin, and is far more production-ready and feature-complete. Thus, this is not an apples-to-apples comparison, and raw magnitude performance differences mean little. Nonetheless, information can be gleaned from the performance trends of each system relative to itself as experimental variables are varied, which shed light on the performance consequences of the architectural differences between the systems.

For these experiments, we used system deployments that replicated all data three ways across data-centers. All experiments (except for the Cloud Spanner experiments which we will discuss later) were run on EC2 x1e.2xlarge instances (each instance contains 244 GB of memory, and 8 CPU cores) across six geographical regions: US-East (Virginia), US-East (Ohio), US-West (Oregon), US-West (California), EU (Ireland) and EU (London). The database system was partitioned across 4 machines within each region. For SLOG-HA (the HA mode from Section 3 that is tolerant to failure of an entire region), the US-East (Virginia) region is synchronously replicated to US-East (Ohio); US-West (Oregon) to US-West (California); and EU (Ireland) to EU (London).

We use a version of the Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark (YCSB) [21] adapted for transactions, and also the TPC-C New Order transaction to benchmark these systems. In both cases, each record (tuple) is stored in a separate SLOG granule, and we therefore use the terms “record” and “granule” interchangeably in this section. We vary the important parameters that can affect system performance relative to each other: likelihood of transactions to lock the same records (i.e., conflict ratio between transactions), percentage of transactions that are multi-partition within a region, and the ratio of single-home to multi-home transactions.

For YCSB, we use a table of 8.8 billion records, each 100 bytes. Since we have 4 EC2 instances per region, each instance contains a partition consisting of 2.2 billion records. Each region contains a complete replica of the data. Each transaction reads and updates 10 records. In order to carefully vary the contention of the workload, we divide the data set into “hot records” and “cold records”. Each transaction reads and writes at (uniformly) random two hot records, and all remaining reads and writes are to cold records. Cold record accesses have negligible contention, so the contention of an experiment can be finely tuned by varying the size of the hot record set.

For the TPC-C dataset, each of the 4 EC2 instances per region contain 240 warehouses (960 warehouses in total), and each warehouse contains 10 districts. In addition to serving as a natural partitioning attribute, warehouses also make for a natural “housing” attribute — the home for a record associated with a particular warehouse should be at the region closest to the physical location of that warehouse (we spread the TPC-C warehouses evenly across the regions in our deployment). Thus, unlike our YCSB experiments, for TPC-C, only multi-partition transactions can be multi-home.

4.1 Throughput experiments

Throughout this section we use the abbreviations sp and mp to refer to single- and multi-partition transactions, and sh and mh for single-home and multi-home. For YCSB data, it is possible for a single partition to contain records that are mastered at different regions. Therefore, it is possible for a transaction to be both single-partition (sp) and multi-home (mh).

We compare SLOG to our primary comparison points: 2PL-coord and Calvin in this section, and to Spanner in Section 4.3. Our first experiment, shown in Figure 7, varies the % mp and % mh parameters. Calvin is unaffected by % mh since it has no concept of a “home” for data. The performance of 2PL-coord is only presented at 0% mp (which is its best case scenario).

Figure 7(a) shows the results of our YCSB experiment under low contention (each partition has 10,000 hot records). When running SLOG with 0% mh, the overhead of multi-home transactions is not present in the workload, and, as expected, all systems perform the same. As more multi-home transactions are added to the workload, the throughput of SLOG and 2PL-coord deteriorates relative to Calvin. In SLOG, the reason is two-fold: first, extra computational resources are consumed by generating the LockOnlyTxns and processing their associated log entries. Second, whenever a LockOnlyTxn appears in the global log of a region prior to a differ-
The throughput drop for multi-home transactions is much larger for 2PL-coord than for SLOG. This is because 2PL-coord has a longer window during which contending transactions cannot run. Once a transaction acquires a lock on a remote master, this lock is held for the entire duration of transaction processing, including the time to acquire other locks, execute transaction logic, and perform the commit protocol. In contrast, SLOG only prevents conflicting transactions from running during the window between placing the first and last LockOnlyTxn into its global log. The difference between 2PL-coord and SLOG is more extreme at high contention (Figure 7(b)) where 2PL-coord’s throughput is so low at 50% and 100% multi-home that the bars are not visible on the graph. [See Figure 1 for a line graph version of 2PL-coord for this experiment.]

Multi-partition transactions require coordination across the partitions in any ACID-compliant distributed database system. Traditional database systems use 2PC to ensure that all partitions commit. In contrast, deterministic database systems like Calvin reduce this to a single phase that can be overlapped with transaction processing. Nonetheless, this coordination is not zero-cost in Calvin, and throughput decreases with more multi-partition transactions. In SLOG, part of the blocking that is imposed by the multi-home transaction processing code of SLOG is overlapped with the waiting that is necessary anyway because of multi-partition coordination. Therefore, the relative cost of multi-home transactions in SLOG is reduced as the % mp parameter increases.

This also explains why the throughput drop from Calvin to SLOG is more significant when the entire workload is single-partition. However, when there are multi-partition transactions in the workload, the difference between Calvin and SLOG is much smaller, since Calvin also must pay the extra coordination cost for multi-partition transactions. In general, we have found that in practice, when every transaction is multi-partition, then no matter the contention level, and no matter the % multi-home level, the performance of Calvin and SLOG is similar.

Under high contention (Figure 7(b)), SLOG increases in throughput from 50% mh to 100% mh as a result of how the high contention workload is generated. We have 6 regions in this experiment, and each region is the master of 1/6 of all database records, which includes 1/6 of the hot records, and 1/6 of the cold records. For a single-home transaction, both hot records in the transaction come from the same pool of one sixth of all the hot records in the table. However, for a multi-home transaction, the two hot records from the transaction come from different pools — 5/6 of all the hot records. By expanding the pool of hot records that the transaction can draw from, this actually reduces the contention.

The throughput of SLOG-HA is similar to SLOG since deterministic database systems do not need to hold locks during replication, so the synchronous replication to a different region does not cause additional contention, and there is no reduction in concurrency. Furthermore, the computing overhead of managing the replication itself on a per batch basis is negligible.

Figure 8 shows the results of the same experiment as Figure 7(a) at the worst case scenario of SLOG relative to Calvin: 100% multi-home and 0% multi-partition transactions. Each client continuously sends 200 transactions per second to the system. 2PL-coord saturates much earlier than the other systems.

The results of the experiment on New Order transactions on the TPC-C dataset is shown in Figure 9. In TPC-C, warehouse and district records are “hot records”, and each New Order transaction needs to read one or two warehouse records, and update one district record. TPC-C specification requires that 10% of New Order transactions need to access two separate warehouses, which may become multi-partition and/or multi-home transactions if those two warehouses are located in separate partitions (which is greater than 75% probability in our 4-partition set-up) or have different home regions. We ran this experiment using both this default TPC-C requirement, and also with 100% of transactions touching multiple warehouses (in order to increase the number of multi-partition and multi-home transactions in the workload). Since only transactions that touch multiple warehouses can be multi-home for this dataset, we have less flexibility in our ability to experiment with multi-home transactions. Thus, for the default TPC-C specification of 10% multi-warehouse transactions, the lines in the figure labeled “0%/50%/100% of mw are mh” correspond to 0%, 5%, and 10% of all total transactions that are multi-home. However, when we make 100% of transactions multi-warehouse, 0%, 50%, and 100% mh correspond to 0%, 50%, and 100% of all total transactions.

For the 10% multi-warehouse experiment (TPC-C’s required configuration), the performance of Calvin and SLOG are similar.
results resemble the YCSB experiment: when there are small numbers of multi-home transactions (a maximum of 10% in this case), the extra overhead in SLOG to process multi-home transactions is less noticeable. At 100% multi-warehouse transactions, Calvin performs slightly better than SLOG when there were 50% or 100% multi-home transactions. These results again resemble the YCSB experiment when there are large numbers of multi-partition and multi-home transactions. Once again, the reason why the difference between Calvin and SLOG is not larger is because SLOG is able to overlap the coordination required for multi-partition transactions with the coordination required for multi-home transactions.

4.1.1 Dynamic Remastering

We now investigate the overhead of dynamic remastering of data in SLOG. We first ran an experiment where there are guaranteed to be no actual remastering operations in the workload, so SLOG does not have to perform the checks to see if mastership annotations at transaction submit time remain correct at runtime. As shown in Figure 10, we found that the savings achieved by avoiding these checks is negligible. This is because the home and counter information are stored inside the granule header. Since the granule has to be brought into cache anyway in order to be accessed, the extra CPU overhead of the two extra if-statements is not noticeable.

We also ran an experiment to investigate the actual overhead of record remastering. In this experiment, we measured the temporary throughput reduction during the remastering process of a single record. In order to isolate the throughput effects of just the remastering operation itself, and ignore the throughput benefits that arise from the reduction of multi-home transactions as a result of this remastering, the access-set of each transaction was reduced from 10 to 1. In this experiment, each region has one machine, and we vary the HOT set size as 10, 50 and 1000 records. The remaster operation is initiated approximately five seconds into the experiment.

The experimental results are in Figure 11. Once the remaster operation is reached and processed in the local log of the region at which it was appended, throughput begins to drop because all subsequent transactions that access the same data are annotated with the old master information and will be aborted and resubmitted. At lower contention, this drop is small because there are fewer transactions that update the same record and must be aborted. Only at very high levels of contention is the drop noticeable. We magnified the size of the drop in the figure by having the y-axis labels not start at 0, but the actual percentage drop is no more than 3% even when the HOT set size is 10. The reason why the overhead is small is because transactions are aborted and resubmitted prior to their execution, so the amount of resources wasted on aborted transactions is small. Throughput returns to normal once the Lookup Master cache at each region has been updated to reflect the correct new master, and no new transactions submitted to the system have incorrect annotations and have to be aborted.

4.1.2 Throughput Experiments Conclusions

Of the two expected sources of throughput reduction of SLOG relative to Calvin, we found that only one is significant: the presence of multi-home transactions in the workload. However, the throughput reduction caused by multi-home transactions is softened by the presence of multi-partition transactions in a workload.

There are two categories of workloads: those that are easy to partition by data access and those that are hard to partition. Workloads that are easy to partition also tend to have location locality using the same partitioning function (as we found in our TPC-C experiment). For example, a partitioning scheme based on a group of users, group of products, or group of accounts usually have associated locations with each of these groups. Thus, different partitions will be mastered at different regions based on the access affinity of that partition to a location. Therefore, we expect most workloads to be in one of two categories: either it is mostly single-partition and mostly-single-home, or otherwise both multi-partition and multi-home transactions are common. For both these categories, our experiments resulted in Calvin and SLOG achieving similar throughput even though Calvin has access to all transactions submitted to the system during pre-planning, while SLOG does not. Meanwhile, under high contention, SLOG’s throughput is an order of magnitude higher than nondeterministic systems such as 2PL-coord (and, as will be discussed in Section 4.3, also Spanner).

4.2 Latency experiments

Figure 12 shows the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of transaction latency for SLOG-B, SLOG-HA, and Calvin with 0%, 1%, 10% and 100% multi-home transactions for the same experimental setup as Figure 7(a). Figure 13 looks deeper at the 10% multi-home case, showing 50%, 90%, and 99% latency at the number of clients sending 200 transactions per second to the system is varied. In these experiments, single-home transactions originate from a location near their home.
As described above, Calvin places every strictly serializable trans-
action into a multi-region Paxos log, and thus its latency is domi-
nated by the WAN round-trip times necessary for insertion into this log [32, 87]. To reduce the size of this log, Calvin only stores the batch identifiers in the log. The contents of each batch are repli-
cated separately. Thus, Calvin generally incurs more than 200 ms latency for each transaction.

As expected, SLOG’s ability to commit single-home transactions as soon as they are processed at their home region allows SLOG to dramatically reduce its latency relative to Calvin. When the en-
tire workload consists of such transactions (0% mh), almost every transaction achieves less than 10 ms latency — more than an order of magnitude faster than Calvin. The latency of SLOG is domi-
nated by the batch delay prior to transaction processing, as each SLOG machine batches received transactions for 5ms prior to in-
serting the batch into the Paxos-maintained intra-region local log. In addition, communication with the distributed Lookup Master of a region usually requires network communication, and adds several milliseconds to the transaction latency.

A multi-home transaction being processed at a region cannot complete until all the component LockOnlyTxs arrive from the relevant regions. The farther away the relevant regions, the longer the latency. This delay is potentially longer than the global Paxos delay of Calvin, since Paxos only requires a majority of messages to be received, whereas multi-home transactions require messages from specific (potentially remote) regions. If any region runs be-
hind in its log processing module, this delay gets magnified in the latency of other regions that wait for specific LockOnlyTxn log records from it. This effect is best observed in the 99% latency lines in Figure 13. In addition to the message delay, multi-home transactions also experience log queuing delay at both the remote and local regions, which further increases their latency.

SLOG-HA has a higher latency than SLOG-B since a region’s input log is synchronously replicated to another region prior to com-
mit. However, this additional latency is less noticeable for higher % mh since replication of log records in deterministic systems can begin prior to transaction execution (since only the input is repli-
cated) and thus the replication latency is overlapped with the other latency caused by multi-home transactions discussed above.

Section 3.1 mentioned that SLOG also supports snapshot read-
only transactions (which run at serializable isolation instead of strict serializable). The latency of such queries are similar to the 0% mh line in Figure 12 since they are processed at a single region.

4.3 Comparison to Spanner

Spanner is similar to SLOG in that it also supports strictly se-
rializable transactions on top of geo-replicated storage. However, the performance profile of Spanner is substantially different. To in-
vestigate these differences, we ran the same YCSB benchmark on Cloud Spanner. As mentioned above, Spanner is a different (and more production-ready) codebase relative to SLOG, and runs on a different cloud platform than our SLOG codebase, so comparing the absolute performance numbers has little meaning. However, the differences in performance trends can yield insight into the conse-
quences of the architectural differences between the systems.

Since Google’s cloud does not have equivalent regions as AWS, we experimented with two different region-sets for Spanner: (1) nam3 where replicas are in Northern Virginia and South Carolina (and thus closer together than our Amazon regions) and (2) nam-eur-asia1 where replicas are more globally distributed (US, Bel-
gium, and Taiwan). However, Cloud Spanner currently refuses to allow remote regions to be able to accept writes and participate in the Paxos protocol (due to the latency increase and throughput reduction this entails). Thus, the regions in Europe and Asia in nam-eur-asia1 are read-only and stale, and writes require commu-
nication only within a 1000 mile radius in the US. Therefore, we found nam3 and nam-eur-asia1 to have similar performance, and we report only nam3 in the figures (they are slightly more favor-
able to Spanner). We generated the workload for Spanner from 6 n1-standard-8 machines in Northern Virginia, each machine with 8 vCPUs and 30GB of RAM. We deployed SLOG on the most similar type of instance available on EC2: c4.2xlarge instances with 15GB RAM and 8 CPU cores. Spanner performed poorly on the large YCSB dataset from the previous experiments in a 4-node configu-
ratio, so we reduced the size of the YCSB dataset for both Spanner and SLOG to 40,000,000 records.

Cloud Spanner did not allow us to control how data was partitioned across the four nodes in each region. However, since our workload accessed 10 random tuples from the dataset, it must be assumed that virtually all transactions are multi-partition (since the chance that all 10 tuples come from the same 1 out of 4 partitions is very low). Thus, we compare Spanner against the 100% mp ver-
sions of SLOG. Figure 14 presents normalized results where the throughput of SLOG and Spanner at different contention levels is displayed as a fraction of their throughput at the lowest contention.

Figure 14 shows that Spanner’s throughput decreases rapidly as contention increases. At the highest contention, Spanner’s through-
put decreased by a factor of 37 relative to its throughput at low contention. This is because Spanner does not allow conflicting transactions to run during two phase commit and Paxos-implemented geo-replication. As contention increases, the number of transactions that can run concurrently decreases. If Cloud Spanner allowed synchronous replication over a larger diameter than their current 1000 mile limit, Paxos would take much longer, and Spanner’s throughput reduction would be even more severe. In contrast, SLOG maintains strict serializability despite doing replication asynchronously, and does not require two phase commit. Thus, SLOG blocks contending transactions for a much shorter period relative to Spanner. It still experiences decreasing throughput as contention increases, but this decrease is less than a factor of 5 at the highest contention, as opposed to Spanner’s factor of 37.

Spanner’s latency was similar to Calvin’s for the same experiment from Figure 12. This is because write transactions in both Calvin and Spanner run Paxos over the geographic diameter of the deployment. Thus, SLOG has a significant latency advantage over Spanner for write transactions. However, read-only transactions do not require Paxos in Spanner and, if they originate near the Paxos leader, can complete in the same order of magnitude as single-home transactions in SLOG.

5. RELATED WORK

Asynchronous replication is widely used in geo-replicated distributed systems [3, 20, 26, 47, 48, 51, 52, 65, 82], and single-master replication [25, 60] is a popular implementation of asynchronous replication. Most of these systems use weak consistency models which are able to achieve low latency and high throughput, but do not support strictly serializable transactions. In order to support strict serializability, reads and writes must only be processed by the master copy in such “active-passive” architectures. We discussed examples of systems that do this in Section 1 and Section 4. Existing work (prior to SLOG) either do not support transactions that access data at multiple masters [18, 20, 38, 58, 61, 72], rely on physical clock synchronization [62], or otherwise yield poor latency for such transactions (see Section 4).

The challenges of supporting general serializable ACID transactions over a globally-replicated and distributed system have been discussed in detail in prior work [38, 40, 42, 91]. The MDCC [46],

\[ \text{Spanner’s absolute throughput numbers are also significantly lower than SLOG’s.} \]

6. CONCLUSION

Current state-of-the-art geo-replicated systems force their users to give up one of: (1) strict serializability (2) low latency writes (3) high transactional throughput. Some widely-used systems force their users to give up two of them. For example, Spanner experiences poor throughput under data contention, while also paying high-latency cross-region Paxos for each write. SLOG leverages physical region locality in an application workload in order to achieve all three, while also supporting online consistent dynamic “re-mastering” of data as application patterns change over time.
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